
Please complete one registration form per person. Fax completed registration form to: 604-687-3758, email to colour@colourenergy.com  
or mail to: Colour Energy Corporation, #116 – 408 East Kent Avenue South, Vancouver, BC  V5X 2X7

Name:        Mobile:    Alternate:

Address:        Fax:    E-mail:

City:    Province/State:   Postal/Zip Code:   Website:

❑ Yes, I would like to order the Biopulsar Correspondence Course, Cost $399 by Email. Add $50 for a hardcopy. $399/$449.00
❑ Yes, I would like to register for the Colour Vibrational Energy Level II, 2-Day Workshop on June 11 & 12, 2023. $300/$285 (Earlybird)
❑ Yes, I will pay in full OR ❑ $100 to reserve my workshop spot and the balance before May 15th, 2023. $100 Deposit
Method of payment:  ❑ Visa or Mastercard #:  Subtotal 
Name on Card:  Expiry: 5% GST Tax 
Authorized Signature:   3-Digit Sec #: TOTAL             

© Colour Energy Corporation | BPTrain.indd | 23/01/28

#START ANYTIME – WORK AT YOUR OWN PACE 

Length: Correspondence Course takes a minimum Length: Correspondence Course takes a minimum 
of 3 weeks (approx. 40 hours) to complete. of 3 weeks (approx. 40 hours) to complete. 
 What is Colour Vibrational Energy?
 The Chakras & Chakra Analysis.
 Characteristics of the the various Colour  
 Intelligence Centres.
 What is an aura and the dynamics of the aura.
 Aura analysis and how to read an aura picture.
 What is the Biopulsar Technology?
 The sciences behind the Biopulsar Technology.
 Consciousness and the energy of the hands.

	The importance of regular Biopulsar scans.
 Stages of stress in the body.
 The graph and colour picture analysis.
 Meaning of the body/organ colours.
 Biopulsar health assessment guidelines
 Problems in the body & creating a healing plan.
 Includes additional client & practitioner handouts,  
 reference charts, plus much more!
	 Certificate	upon	completion	of	assignments. 
 Assignments include practical studies to teach  
 how to record and study the data presented.

BIOPULSAR CORRESPONDENCE COURSEBIOPULSAR CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
In this proactive and fun correspondence course you 
will	explore	the	characteristics	of	the	human	energy	field	
(aura) and learn how to do an aura, chakra and organ 
analysis using revolutionary holistic technology... the 
Biopulsar-Reflexograph.
You will be documenting and self-analyzing your energy, 
including assessing your health, doing before and after 
comparison scans of product testing, performing mental 
control, and other advanced holistic biofeedback exercises. 
You will also learn how to intrepet the psyche of the organs.
This program is for anyone who wants to learn more 
about "hue" they are, while learning how to help others 
see themselves through the mirror image of their soul.

Terms: Correspondence courses are non-refundable once received by email or mail. Ask	about	our	financing	options.	Full	payment	or	a	deposit	of	$100	guarantees	your	workshop	spot!	
Reservations are recommended for all in-house workshops as space is limited. Cancellations of workshops prior to one month will receive an account credit to be applied to product orders 
or	transferred	to	another	course,	less	a	$35.00	administration	fee.	Cancellations	made	within	one	month	of	the	course	date	are	non-refundable.	If	the	course	is	cancelled	due	to	unforeseen	
circumstances, the fee paid will be refunded or the students transferred to a new course or date with no penalties. 


